Maruoka before the period of domain

Shibata Katsuie kou shimatsuki [biography of Shibata Katsuie]
Manuscripts of the Edo Period
Collection; Kanazawa Tamagawa Library (The Archives of Modern History
Records)
Fukuda Genzaburo [personal name] wrote a copy of the record of
Shibata Katsuie [personal name] edited by Sasaki Katsuzo (retainer of
Fukui [place name] domain) in 1854.
It is written in the section of Shibata Katsutoyo [personal name;
adoption of Katsuie] that “Maruoka-jo Castle built in Tensho [Japanese
year issue] 4. It is called Kasumi-ga-jo [castle wrapped in a cape] ”. It is
one of the grounds that indicates that Maruoka-jo Castle built in 1576
(Tensho 4).

Shibata Katsutoyo shojo: Tsukatani Saichiro ate
Date; July 6, 1580
Collection; Nagahama Castle Historical Museum
A letter issued by Tsukatani Saichiro [personal name] to Shibata
Katsutoyo [personal name] (the Maruoka-jo Castle lord).
In this letter, Katsutoyo conveys words of thanks from Shibata Katsuie
[personal name] for Saichiro's efforts, seeking for unwavering loyalty in
the future, and guarantees the territory of Saichiro.
This is valuable because there are few letters written by Katsutoyo,
and the only letter written by the Maruoka-jo Castle lord.

Hakusan-Toyohara-ji Engi
Collection; Archives of Toyohara-Sanzenbo
Origin of Toyohara-ji Temple. 39 sheets of paper are pasted together to
make a scroll.
The end of the text says “December, 1703 Norizumi [personal name] Kao
[handwritten monogram]”, but because the writing method is different, it
seems that a person different from the text wrote.
The contents are the creation of Toyohara-ji Temple, Hakusan-SanshoGongen [god name], Taicho [monk name] who created the temple, Shoryu
[monk name] who worked for the reconstruction of the temple, Jinja-Daio
[Buddha name], and the devotion by the samurai, etc.

Toyohara-ji Mokuzou Yakushi-Nyorai Zazou
Production; Heian period
Collection; Archives of Toyohara-Sanzenbou
Sakai City designated cultural property
This *Yakushi-Nyorai statue remains in an old style and is considered to be a
work of the 11th century.
“Echizen Chiri Shinan [a local magazine of the Edo period]”, it is written that
the principal image of Toyohara-ji Temple's Kodo [a building where the monks
give lectures and preaching of scripture, the central building of the temple] is
Yakushi-Nyorai. In addition, it is written about Yakushi-Nyorai in “HakusanToyohara-ji Engi [Origin book of Toyohara-ji Temple]”. It is thought that this
statue was the principal image of Toyohara-ji Temple’s Kodo, as the bottom
board of this statue says that it was a record repaired in 1734 and that it was the
principal image of Toyohara-ji Temple’s Kodo.
*Yakushi-Nyorai; in Mahayana Buddhism, Yakushi-Nyorai is believed to be the
Buddha who is efficacious for divine favors in the actual world, such as healing
and medicine.

Figure of Toyohara-ji Temple (Notes on “Echizen-no-kuni Meiseki ko”)
Collection; Fukui Prefectural Museum of Cultural History
“Echizen-no-kuni Meiseki ko [culmination of a local magazine of the Edo
period]” introduces the establishment and history of Toyohara-ji Temple.
In this figure, a panoramic view of Toyohara-ji Temple in the late Edo
period is drawn, and the state of Toyohara-ji Temple before the separation
of Shinto and Buddha is visible.

Yuki Hideyasu's rule of territory and management of Maruoka-jo Castle and
territory by Imamura Moritsugu
By the Sekigahara Battle [battle name] in 1600, Yuki Hideyasu [personal
name] reigned the Echizen province, and Fukui [place name] domain
established. Hideyasu arranged the vassals in Maruoka, Fuchu [place name],
and Ono [place name], and managed them.
Maruoka was appointed to the magistrate Imamura Moritsugu [personal
name]. Moritsugu played an active part as a center of gravity supporting
Fukui domain with Honda Tomimasa [personal name] who was appointed
Fuchu.

Shibata Katsuie Sadamegaki: *Esshu-Shingo ate
Date; September 1575
Collection; Misaki-jinja Shrine
It is a rule that Shibata Katsuie [personal name] issued an order to Esshu-Shingo [place
name] after the suppression of Echizen-*Ikko-ikki.
・Farmers who flee have to return to their place promptly.
・Punish those who make unlawful demands and those who steal the property of the
shrine.
・Report the person harvesting bamboo and trees.
During the Hogen [Japanese year issue] era (1156-59), Kasuga-jinja Shrine built in each of
the 10 villages of Jugo [district name; Shinjo, Seki, Oguchi, Omi, Hyogo, Arai, Shin, Honjo,
Mizoe -Hosorogi]. Misaki-jinja Shrine （Awara City Miyamae [place name]） is considered to
be one of those built in Shin [place name].
In “Echizen-no-kuni Meisho-shi [a local magazine of the Edo period]”, the Kasuga-jinja
Shrine in Honjo [place name] is described as the father of God and the Misaki-jinja Shrine as
the mother of God, and it seems to be particularly revered among the ten shrines of Jugo.
*Esshu; synonymous with Echizen province
*Ikko-ikki; a series of revolt by monks of Jodo Shinshu, a sect of Buddhism, and local peasant
farmers against samurai rule in the 15th and 16th century based on the religious beliefs of
the Jodo Shinshu.

Shibata Katsuie shojo: Sibata Katsutoyo ate
Date; Leap month January 29, 1581
Collection; Osaka Castle Museum
A letter from Shibata Katsuie [personal name] to Shibata Katsutoyo [personal
name] who was the Nagahama-jo Castle lord. It is written that it is ready to
collect and defeat the soldiers of Echizen province, Kaga province, Noto province
and Ecchu province when the Hashiba Hideyoshi [personal name; later changed
to Toyotomi] army comes. Tension between Katsuie and Hideyoshi has increased,
and it turns out that the conflict between the two is inevitable.
Katsuie, who was given Hokuriku region and Nagahama [place name], Omi
province, by the Kiyosu-Kaigi [conference] (June 1580) held after Oda Nobunaga
[personal name]'s death, transferred Katsutoyo, who was the Maruoka-jo Castle
lord, to Nagahama and protected Nagahama-jo Castle. But in December of the
same year, Katsutoyo, who was surrounded by the Hideyoshi army, surrendered
without resistance.
This letter written after that, and it can be understood that Katsuie was in
contact even after Katsutoyo's surrender.

Yuki Hideyasu kyo Gokyucho utsushi
Writing; Edo Period
Collection; Fukui Prefectural Museum of Cultural History
It is one of *the registers of vassals of Echizen-Matsudaira family in the Yuki
Hideyasu era. It is a feature that the place of residence is written only to the
leaders such as Imamura Moritsugu [personal name] who ruled Maruoka.
From this register, it can be seen that Hideyasu [personal name] managed the
Echizen province by placing his superiors in important areas.
*The registers of vassals; a record of the vassals, job titles, names, etc.

Imamura Moritsugu・Honda Tomimasa Rensho *Hanmotsu
Date; (1605) June 30
Collection; Kanji dairen [personal name]

Imamura Moritsugu [personal name] and Honda Tomimasa [personal name]
have given a village headman of Jugo [district name; current Sakai city and Awara
city] the command to flush the water, as the paddy field in Kanazu [place name]
is damaged for the sun.
The important documents in the area control of Fukui [place name] domain
show that Moritsugu and Tomimasa signed under joint signature, and that two
people were in an important position in early Fukui domain.
*Hanmotsu; one of the samurai documents. Among documents issued by
persons in superior positions, this refers to documents with the sender's Kao
[handwritten monogram]

Maruoka domain during the Honda period

Kuze-soudou-ki
Writing; Edo Period
Collection; Fukui Prefectural Archives
It describes about the end of the Echizen riot (Kuze riot) that occurred in the
Echizen-Matsudaira family in 1612 and the fall of a leading vassal, such as
Imamura Moritsugu [personal name]. It is stated that Moritsugu was distributed
to *Iwaki as a result of the arbitrage ruling.
*Iwaki; from the eastern part of Fukushima prefecture to the southern part of
Miyagi prefecture

*Yokohagi Nimai-do Gusoku [Armor]
Production; Edo Period
Collection; National Museum of Japanese History
On the forehead of the fort is the Honda family crest “Tachi-Aoi [plant name]”.
According to the format of the armor, it seems that Honda Narishige [personal
name] is his own.
It is written in the materials of the Edo period that Narishige was hit to armor
in the Winter Siege of Osaka, and this armor seems to have been worn at the
time of those battles.

*Yokohagi Nimai-do Gusoku; It is an armor made by putting together an
elongated rectangular iron plate called “Itazane”. Because it connects iron plates
sideways [“Yoko-Muki” in Japanese], it is called “Yokohagi-do”. “Nimai-do” refers
to a pair of steel plates joined together by two plates [“Nimai” in Japanese], one
on the front and one on the back. Because it is relatively easy to produce and
high in strength, it spread in the late Muromachi period (1336-1573).

Enbu-Dangon Senju-Kannon [the Thousand-armed Kannon]
Collection; Kunigami-jinja Shrine
Tiny bronze statue made of glit bronze. (height 5.0 cm)
It is said that it was reported as a guardian Kannon of the Honda family, and
Honda Shigeaki [personal name] dedicated to Kunigami-jinja Shrine.
A miniature Buddhist shrine “Zushi” are made of ebony, carved with lotus
flowers, and garnish with Yoraku [hanging ornament used for Buddhist
ceremony].
“Enbu-Dangon” is an imaginary gold that appears in the Buddhist scriptures
and is considered the best gold.

Echizen-no-Kuni Maruokajo-no-Ezu (Notes on “Shoho-Shiro-Ezu”)
Drawing; 1644-1647
Collection; National Archives of Japan
In 1644, the Shogunate ordered numerous domains to make drawings.
Military information such as buildings in the castle, height of the stone wall,
width of the moat, depth of the water, and geographical information such as the
location of the castle's territory, mountains and rivers is precisely drawn.
Although there are few contents to be filled in compared with other drawings,
details of the town of Maruoka of the Honda family era are known.

Inaugurated as a castle owner of Honda Narishige and the formation of Maruoka
domain
The conflict between vassals emerged in 1612, when the affair of the civilians
occurred at Fukui [place name] domain. The vassal groups were divided into the
Imamura Moritsugu [personal name] faction based in Maruoka and the Honda
Tomimasa [personal name] faction based in Fuchu [place name], and eventually
developed into internal troubles. As a result of the ruling by the Shogunate, the
claim by Moritsugu was not recognized and was distributed to *Iwaki.
In 1613, the Shogunate sent Tomimasa's cousin, Honda Narishige [personal
name], to Fukui domain as a successor to Moritsugu. Narishige entered
Maruoka-jo Castle and, along with Tomimasa, was called “Ryo-Honda ” and took
a position to lead the politics of Fukui domain.
When Fukui domain was divided in 1623 due to the lack of Matsudaira
Tadanao [personal name], Ono [place name] domain, Katsuyama [place name]
domain, Konomoto [place name] domain and Maruoka domain were established,
and Narishige became the Maruoka lord.
*Iwaki; from the eastern part of Fukushima prefecture to the southern part of
Miyagi prefecture

Bamen Tomotsugu saku Rokuju-Sangen Hoshi Kabuto
Production; Early Edo Period
Collection; Fukui Prefectural Museum of Cultural History

In Toyohara [place name], a blacksmith group known as the “Bamen-ha Group” has
been inhabited since the Warring States period, and later moved to the castle town of
Maruoka to produce an armor.
The helmet was made by Tomotsugu [personal name] belonging to the “Bamen-ha
Group” in the early Edo period, and sixty-three iron plates were vertically lapped to
form a small rivet. The color of silk thread “*Odoshi-ito” is also well left. The name of
the author is engraved on the inside of the helmet, saying “Echizen-no-kuni Toyoharaju Bamen Tomotsugu saku [Bamen Tomotsugu who lives in Toyohara, Echizen province,
made it.]”
*Odoshi-ito; a thread that connects Kozane [small scales made of iron and leather],
which is part of a helmet, in the longitudinal direction.

Maruoka-Joka Ezu (Enryo ryaku)
Drawing; Edo Period
Collection; Sakai City Board of Education
It shows the appearance of the castle town before Honda Narishige [personal
name] took the Maruoka lord. It seems that it has been added to the later
generations, but it can be considered as depicting the castle town of the Honda
period.
“Enryo [round hill]” is another name of Maruoka, and was often used in the
Edo period.

Maruoka riot and Receiving a Maruoka-jo Castle
In 1676, a 14-year-old Honda Shigemasu [personal name] was appointed as
the lord, but because he left politics to chief retainer Honda Oribe [personal
name], bad politics ran into Maruoka domain. Ota Matahachi [personal name],
who was worried about the situation, consulted with Shigemasu's relatives, and
repulsed the Oribe faction and retired Shigemasu.
In 1693, when Oribe made a plan and had the Shogunate recognize
Shigemasu's return, he started retaliating against Matahachi. When Matahachi,
who was captured in prison, finished by fasting, the retainers fled for fear of
punishment.
In 1695, the Shogunate learned of the riot. Shigemasu was confiscated, and
Oribe was ordered seppuku.
The Shogunate confiscated Maruoka and Maruoka-jo Castle, and April 1, Doi
Toshitomo [personal name], the Ono [place name] lord, was appointed as the
“recipient”. May 6, Toshitomo entered Maruoka-jo Castle with the order book
“Kokuin-jo” of Shogun Tokugawa Tsunayoshi [personal name] and received it.

Genroku-Hachinen Maruoka-jo Uketori Ikken (copy)
Writing; Edo era (Meiji era or not)
Collection; Yanagi-no-yashiro Shrine (deposited at the Ono Historical Museum)
It is a memorandum of the Doi family of the Ono [place name] lord who
received Maruoka-jo Castle on behalf of the Shogunate at the time of Honda
Shigemasu [personal name] underwent “Kaieki” sanction [dismissal and
deprivation of position, privileges and properties] in 1695. Details of the
circumstances are recorded. It seems to be a copy after the Meiji period, but it
seems that there was an original written in the Edo period.
Yanagi-no-yashiro Shrine is a shrine dedicated to Doi Toshitada [personal
name] of the Ono lord, and keeps many related data of Ono domain.

Process of the Maruoka riot in the illustration “Echizen Maruoka Soudou Gu
Oboegaki”
1. Honda Shigemasu [personal name] was indulge in wicked pleasures and left
politics to chief retainer.
2. Servant Ota Matahachi [personal name] tries to change the domain's politics
by retiring the chief retainer Honda Oribe [personal name].
3. Ota Matahachi, who was allowed Honda surname, retired Shigemasu and
made Honda Geki [personal name] a new lord.
4. Oribe faction who regains a wish comes to the Shogunate and makes
Shigemasu reinstatement.
5. The counterattack of the Oribe faction began, and Matahachi fasted and died
in a jail, and some vassals has escaped.
6. As a result of the investigation of the Shogunate, Oribe was ordered seppuku,
and Shigemasu, the lord, were forfeited of territories.
Illustration-Nagata Aiko [personal name]

Tokugawa Tsunayoshi Kokuin-jo Utushi
Writing; Edo era
Collection; Yanagi-no-yashiro Shrine (deposited at the Ono Historical Museum)
It is a copy of the letter of the order written from Shogun Tokugawa
Tsunayoshi [personal name] to Doi Toshitomo [personal name; the Ono [place
name] lord] and Wakebe Nobumasa [personal name; the Omizo [place name]
lord, Omi province]. It describes the prohibitions and arrangements for receiving
the Maruoka-jo Castle.
According to the procession diagram recorded by Ono domain, it carried in a
box and carried by 4 people, and the handling was strict.
In addition, since the original of the letter returned to the Shogunate by the
instruction of the Shogunate, it is thought that this historical material was copied
by Ono domain before return.

Amakuni Houken [treasure sword]
(It is reported that Honda Shigeaki [personal name] dedicated)
Sword length; 36.8 cm
Collection; Kunigami-jinja Shrine
The inlaid decorative sheath is crafted with dragons and clouds. It is said that
Yamato province's legendary swordsmith Amakuni [personal name], who played
an active part during the Daihou [Japanese year issue] era (701-704) or the late
Heian period (late 11th century to 12th century), made it.
It is said that Honda Shigeaki [personal name; the Maruoka lord] dedicated to
Kunigami-jinja Shrine during the Kanbun [Japanese year issue] era (“MaruokaChoshi [local historical document]”). Also, it is said that during the Shobo
[Japanese year issue] era, the vassals of the Honda family dig out what the
Emperor Keitai [legendary emperor name] put in the mountains, and Shigeaki
dedicated to Kunigami-jinja Shrine. (But Amakuni's activity time does not match
the succession period of Emperor Keitai.)

Wakizashi “mei Echizen Toyohara ni okeru Tango-no-Kami Fujiwara Shigetsune”
Production; During the Kanbun [Japanese year issue] era (1661-1673)
Collection; Mikuni Ryusyokan (deposited at the Sakai City Board of Education)
It is a short sword that the swordsman “Tango-no-Kami Fujiwara Shigetsune
[personal name]” who lived in Toyohara [place name] made.
Tango-no-Kami Shigetsune moved from Harima province to Maruoka, became
a disciple of Kanetsune [personal name], and made a sword.

Honda Shigeaki Kokuin-jo: Shinmei-Hoshakuin ate
Date; Leap month April 28, 1675
Collection; Kunigami-jinja Shrine
It admits that Hoshaku-in Temple controls Kimihisayama-Fudoin Temple,
Yoshitanimura-Fudo Temple and Wakaichi-Oji Temple of Tsubouchi village as a
branch temple. Although handwritten monogram “Kao”, which indicates the
author, is not written, there is a black mark that reads “Shigeaki [personal
name]” under the name of “Hida-no-Kami [official position]”.
Hoshaku-in was originally an “*Inge” of Toyohara-ji Temple, but after moving
to the castle town of Maruoka, it became a *Bettoji at Kunigami-jinja Shrine.
It can see the relationship between Honda family (the Maruoka lord) and
Kunigami-jinja Shrine.
*Inge; a temple that assists the main temple and does various legal affairs
*Bettoji; a temple that manages a shrine

Honda Shigeyoshi Kishin-jo: Takidan-ji ate
Date; February 1650
Collection; Takidan-ji Temple
It is a letter that Honda Shigeyoshi [personal name] donates territory to
Takidan-ji Temple. It is the only remaining document issued by Shigeyoshi, and
the oldest document issued by the Maruoka lord to the area.
This land inherited as the territory of Takidan-ji Temple even after Arima
[personal name] became the Maruoka lord after Honda.

Zaichu-Gyoretsu-zu
Drawing; Edo period
Size; 12.5×2860.5
Collection; Yanagi-no-yashiro Shrine (deposited at the Ono Historical Museum)
The former part is missing, but over 28 meters, the procession of Ono [place
name] domain at the time of Maruoka-jo Castle reception is drawn.
There are written records, but the pictures are very valuable.

Maruoka domain during the Arima period

Inaugurated as a castle lord of Honda Narishige and the formation of Maruoka
domain Arima family
In 1695, after the Honda family left, Arima Kiyozumi [personal name] of
Itoigawa [place name] domain, Echigo province, became the Maruoka-jo Castle
lord. Arima family served as the Maruoka lord until the Meiji-Ishin [change to
modernization].

Education policy by Arima Shigezumi
Arima Shigezumi [personal name] (1769-1836), the Maruoka lord, influenced
by his father Masazumi (1747-1772) and was therefore very keen on learning.
In 1794, Shigezumi, who was on vacation for medical treatment, invited a
confucian scholar, Seki Sekijo (Buntaro) [personal name], to the *Edo-yashiki.
Sekijo, who moved to Maruoka, made an effort to educate the retainer in the
castle, and was also greatly involved in the compilation of the local magazine
“Kokonruiju Echizenkokushi”. In 1804, Shigezumi opened Hanko [domain school]
“Heisho-kan”. This was the first Hanko in Echizen province. Those who were
involved in the compilation of “Kokonruiju Echizenkokushi” also educated the
children, etc. of the retainer at Heisho-kan and at private schools.
*Edo-yashiki; a “daimyo” residence in the city of Edo, in the system of a daimyo's
alternate-year residence during the Edo period

The chronology of the education policy relations in Maruoka domain

*Yoro-no-Rei; a ceremony to celebrate longevity by cooking for the elderly
*Edo-yashiki; a “daimyo” residence in the city of Edo, in the system of a daimyo's
alternate-year residence during the Edo period
*Kosho; the position of giving a lecture on a book to a noble person
*Saishu; secretary who controls the academic affairs
*Teishu-gaku; neo-Confucianism [based on the teaching of the Cheng brothers and Zhu
Xi]

Choshu Shuppe Dochu ki (Esshu-Maruoka yori Unshu-Takeyamura made)
Writing; October 1864
Collection; Sakai City Board of Education
It is a folding screen that records the state of the march of the Maruoka
domain when Shogunate conquered Choshu [place name] (the first Baku-Cho
War).
Arima Michizumi [personal name] left Maruoka in October, marched to Takeya
village, Izumo province [currently Shimane prefecture], and made Ankoku-ji
Temple a base. From this screen, can see the fine path and circumstances.
Choshu domain surrendered to the Shogunate and the war ended, so the
following January returned to Maruoka.

Arima Kiyozumi Kishin jo: Takidan-ji ate
Date; November 1, 1698
Collection; Takidan-ji Temple
Arima Kiyozumi [personal name], who became the Maruoka lord in 1695,
donated territory to Takidan-ji Temple. The territory was donated from Honda
Shigeyoshi [personal name] in 1650, but since the lord replaced by Arima
[personal name] from Honda [personal name], the same territory was once
again donated to Takidan-ji Temple. This land was recognized as a temple
territory until the end of the Edo period.

Richi Saryu’an
1714～1783
Name is Takahashi Richi, pen name is Saryu’an. The master of haiku is Sakuma
Ryukyo [personal name]. Learned *Shushigaku and were familiar with
mathematics, geography and rural governance. There were many “*Mino-ha”
groups in the haiku world in Echizen province, but he was instrumental in the
reconstruction of “*Sho-hu”.
Around 1772, got a job in Maruoka as a confucian scholar. There were a lot of
people who asked Richi, and they built “Saryu-an [hermitage name]” in Ishikido
[place name] and made it a cram school.
Richi wrote to return to Sho-hu in the haiku book. It is currently the basis of
the research of Matsuo Basho [personal name].
*Shushigaku; a Confucian Theory Based on the Doctrine of 'Zhu Xi'.
*Mino-ha; a group of haiku that Kagami Shiko, a disciple of Matsuo Basho, has
developed in Mino province. The style was ordinary and shallow, but it built
great power in the countryside.
*Sho-hu; a style of haiku by Matsuo Basho. This group aimed at haiku as a
humble and noble art.

Maruoka-han Udagawa-cho Oyashiki ezu
Collection; Fukui-shi Matsudaira Shungaku ko Kinen bunko (Fukui City History
Museum)
In January 1794, Saiwaibashi-yashiki [residence name] was destroyed, and
from June of the same year Arima Shigezumi [personal name] recovered from
illness at a residence in Udagawa-cho [place name].
One was drawn in 1820, the other drawing age is unknown. *Edo-yashiki in
Udagawa-cho had also been rebuilt several times in response to fires and
movements of Arimas, and the purpose of use has changed.
*Edo-yashiki; a “daimyo” residence in the city of Edo, in the system of a daimyo's
alternate-year residence during the Edo period

Studying abroad by retainer
In 1839, in Maruoka domain, it decided that a salary would be paid if a
retainer studied to cultivate literary and military arts in another province.
Retainers who had an opportunity to go to Edo with the lord by “*SankinKotai” sought a teacher of confucianism, medicine, literature in Edo and brought
the result to Maruoka. In addition, by the middle of 1800, not only Edo, but also
the retainers who study Western studies in Osaka [place name], Kyoto [place
name], Nagasaki [place name], etc. increased.
Hashimoto Shueki [personal name], who studied at Ogata Koan [personal
name]'s “Teki-juku [cram school name]”, received a command in June 1844,
returned to Maruoka and served as a doctor of domain, and worked on
introducing “vaccination” with Fujita Tenyo [personal name] and others.
Also, among the doctor of domain, there appeared a person who worked on
introducing Western medicine in the Shogunate, such as Takenouchi Gendo
[personal name]. The collection of Heisho-kan [domain school] contains 255
copies of Western documents, and it is understand that Maruoka domain
worked on the introduction of Western studies.
*Sankin-Kotai; the system of “alternate attendance” by a daimyo in Edo

Arima Michizumi shojo: Sakai Tadashige ate
Date; (1865) May 27
Collection; National Archives of Japan
A letter of thanks to Sakai Tadashige [personal name], chief minister, for
receiving a letter informing him that the Tengu-To [group name] has been
calmed down.
In 1864, Tengu-To, a radical “*Sonno-joi-ha” in Mito [place name] domain, was
uprising and marched to petition Hitotsubashi Yoshinobu [personal name] in
Kyoto [place name]. Tengu-To entered Echizen province, but surrendered in
Tsuruga [place name] as the forces of various domains and Yoshinobu were
dispatched. When Tengu-To entered Echizen province, Arima Michizumi
[personal name] was out in the Izumo province, so Arima Tatewaki [personal
name], who remained in Maruoka, dispatched for the suppression of Tengu-To.
*Sonno-joi-ha; the principle of advocating reverence for the Emperor and the
expulsion of foreigners

Maruoka-Orai
It was owned by Totake Sakimori Yukitoshi [personal name], a retainer of
Maruoka domain. Yukitoshi was reportedly a teacher at *Terakoya. In addition,
grandfather Totake Sakimori Sadatsune was one of those ordered to edit “Arima
family tree” in 1797.
“Maruoka-Orai” is spelled almost in seven-five tones, and it is a content that a
little girl wearing a furisode [clothe name] is walking around the castle town of
Maruoka.
*Terakoya; private primary education institutions in the Edo period

Totake-ke *Oraimono Tsuduri
Collection; Totake Nobuyuki [personal name]
Other than “Shobai-Orai [book name]” and “Hyakusho-Orai [book name]”,
more than 30 kinds of “Oraimono” such as letters, lessons, poetry, etc. are
bound. Locally unique ones include “Kawakita-Muratsuki [book name]”,
“Hokuriku-Dochu-ki [book name]” and “Muratuki [book name]” where places
are listed, as well as Maruoka's castle town guide “Maruoka-Orai [book name]”.
*Oraimono; elementary school textbook

Jugo-yosui Yurai
Writing; April 1857
Collection; Furutani Tetsuro [personal name] (deposited at Fukui Prefectural
Archives)
A document transmitted to the Furutani Kyube family who worked as a village
headman in Noune village. Beginning with the flood control project of Emperor
Keitai [legendary emperor name], the outline of Jugo-yosui irrigation water,
officials, villages, laborer, etc. are listed.

Tenbun-6nen Asakura-shi Ichijodani Bugyonin Rensho Sadamegaki
Date; June 28, 1537
Collection; personal
It is a written book issued by the magistrate of Ichijo-dani [place name; home
of Asakura of Warring States Daimyo].
When Kawaguchi-sho-Jugo [place name] and Higashi-nagata [place name]
made a dispute about irrigation, it turned out that the Naruka-ozeki [weir]
construction had not been completed. Therefore, in this book which the
magistrate ordered to carry out the construction again, the size of the water
intake facility is specified in detail.
It can be seen that Asakura family was in control of the right to use this
irrigation water, which is the aorta of Kawaguchi-sho.

Tensho-6nen Shibata Katsuie Kokuin-jo
Date; March 19, 1578
Collection; Dairen Kanji [personal name]
It is a document issued by Shibata Katsuie [personal name] regarding the
construction of Jugo-yosui irrigation water.
In addition to ordering the immediate construction of Jugo-yosui irrigation
water, it also keeps the mind in good standing and stipulates the prohibition of
hospitality for the magistrate. It can be seen that the construction and
management of Jugo-yosui irrigation water were being carried out as a part of
civil government by Katsuie.

Naruka Yosui kata Yorozu-tome Bansei cho
Writing; 1717
Collection; Dohi Hiromi [personal name]
It is a book that was transmitted to the Dohi family of *I-Bugyo. Details about
maintenance and management of irrigation water such as the land evaluation of
irrigation beneficiary areas of Takamuku-go village, Isobe-go village, Jugo [district
name], etc. and preparation of construction materials (wisteria and pile) of
Naruka-ozeki [weir] allocated to each area are summarized.
*I-Bugyo; the position responsible for management and operation of irrigation
pond water

Naruka-Yousui, Isobe, Takaboko, Jugo kakari-sho Muramurataka Ninsoku cho
Writing; February 15, 1720
Collection; Dairen Kanji [personal name]
About maintenance of Jugo-yosui irrigation water, burden and labor decided in
each of Isobe-go village, Takamuku-go village, Jugo [district name] are recorded.
At the end of the book, there is a joint signature of “Sadashige village
Genzaemon [personal name]”, “Kanaya village Dohi Sangoemon [personal
name]”, and “Shimoban village Dairen Saburozaemon [personal name]”, and it
turns out that these three families were *I-Bugyo at that time.
*I-Bugyo; the position responsible for management and operation of irrigation
pond water

The Dairen family is said to be the descendant of a *Shake who emigrated from
Nara [place name] to Echizen [place name], and in the Middle Ages it is
presumed that he managed irrigation water and was at a central position in the
area.
In the series of historical materials transmitted to the Dairen Hikobe [personal
name] family, things related to Jugo-yosui irrigation water and Naruka-ozeki
[weir] are written, and it is possible to know the relationship between *I-Bugyo
and Jogo-yosui irrigation water.
*Shake; family of Shinto priests serving a shrine on a hereditary basis
*I-Bugyo; the position responsible for management and operation of irrigation
pond water

Ja-kago
Size; (Length) 86.0 cm×(width) 46.3 cm×(height) 48.5cm
Collection; Sakai City Ozeki Elementary School
It is an oval-shaped basket roughly woven with rattan and bamboo. In the case
of “landslide prevention” and “water flow control” in the revetment construction
of the river, we packed crushed stone etc. and used it. Ja-kago means “basket
[kago]” which resembles the shape of a “snake [Ja]” lying down.
In addition, there is “Ecchu-Mitsumata” in which Ja-kago is fixed by forming a
pile into three-pronged fork, and these two types were mainly used in the
construction of Naruka-ozeki [weir].

Chronology related to Honda Narishige and Maruoka domain Honda family
year
1572

1584

1585

Matter
Honda Narishige [personal name] born in Hamamatsu [place name], Totomi
province.
Father is Honda Shigetsugu.
Childhood name is “Senchiyo”.
Senchiyo (Narishige) went to Osaka [place name] with Ogimaru [personal name;
later Yuki Hideyasu] who became adopted by Toyotomi Hideyoshi [personal
name].
Shigetsugu returned Senchiyo from Osaka to Hamamatsu.
Make Genpuku [coming-of-age ceremony] in front of Tokugawa Ieyasu [personal
name] and renamed it “Tange”.

1590

Narishige participated in “Odawara-no-Jin [battle name]”.

1596
1600
1601

Shigetsugu died in Ino [place name], Shimosa province.
Successor was Narishige.
the Battle of Sekigahara [battle name]
Hideyasu became the Kita-no-sho-jo Castle lord, Echizen province.

1612

Imamura Moritsugu [personal name] fell because of Echizen (Kuze) riot.

1613
1614

Narishige became the Maruoka-jo Castle lord.
The Winter Siege of Osaka happened, and Narishige and Shigeyoshi headed for
battle.
Narishige headed for The Summer Siege of Osaka and defeated the army of
Sanada Nobushige (Yukimura) [personal name].
Matsudaira Tadanao [personal name] underwent “Kaieki” sanction [dismissal
and deprivation of position, privileges and properties].

1615
1623
1624
1645

Narishige was recognized as the Maruoka lord (the establishment of Maruoka
domain).
Narishige retired. Shigeyoshi Honda [personal name] became the lord.

1647
1651
1652
1666

Narishige died at Maruoka.
Shigeyoshi died at Maruoka.
Successor was Honda Shigeaki [personal name].
Shigeaki contributed many treasures to Koyasan [temples name].

1676

Shigeaki died.
Successor was Honda Shigemasu [personal name].
Shigemasu underwent Kaieki.
Arima Kiyozumi [personal name] of Itoigawa [place name] domain, Echigo
province, became the Maruoka lord.

1695

Chronology related to Maruoka-Arima family

Created by *Takeyoshi Mutsumi
*Rusuiyaku; the official post of shogun's liaison
*Wakadoshiyori; officials who helped the council of elders during the Edo period
*Tenpai; a wine-cup bestowed by the Emperor
*Tengu-to; Mito [place name] domain's radical group that advocates empire
promotion and foreign exclusion
*Taisei-Hokan; the restoration of government to the crown
*Takeyoshi Mutsumi…Fukui Prefectural Sakai High School Former President.
“Maruoka-jo Tenshu wo Kokuho ni suru Shimin no Kai” [Citizen's meeting that
makes Maruoka-jo Castle a national treasure] director.

Ono Genshin Shouzou-ga narabini Shoden
Illustration; Iboshi Sougaku
Writing; Hosho Dai
Collection; Fukui-shi Matsudaira Shungaku ko Kinen bunko (Fukui City History
Museum)
Ono Genshin [personal name] (1787–1828) was the second son of Kai Jitsujo
[personal name; retainer of Maruoka domain] and adopted by Ono Yoshie
[personal name], the doctor of domain. Medicine studied at Arai Seisai [personal
name], and study of Chinese classics and poetics at Seki Sekijo [personal name].
After studying in various places, learned about Dutch medicine in Nagato
province.
When returned to Maruoka in 1810, got a house in Zeniza-machi [place name]
from the lord and opened a cram school “Taitsu-do”.

About the collection of Heisho-kan
The Heisho-kan [domain school name] collection has been handed over to
Heisho elementary school in Maruoka. However, detailed information is
unknown as it was destroyed by the Fukui earthquake in 1948 and there is no
book catalog.
In 1875 and 1876, the Tokyo-Shoseki-kan (current National diet library)
selected and collected some of the old collections. At present, the National diet
library has “Dai nihon shi [book name]”, an old collection of books, in addition to
“Raiden tsuji ko [book name]”, and a stamp indicating that it was stored in 1875
has been stamped.

Fujita Tenyo shokan: Tanaka Kanzaburo ate
Date; November 15
Fujita Tenyo [personal name; the doctor of domain] (1789-1879) introduced
Western medicine to Maruoka domain.
In addition to teaching at Hanko [domain school] “Heisho-kan”, in 1837, he
opened a cram school “Bokusai-juku” in Tanimachi [place name]. Tenyo had
more than 200 disciple, and had a medical examination of the diseases of Maeda
family, the Daishoji [place name] lord, and the owner of Honda famiy, Echizen
Fuchu [place name]. In addition, it is said that Zenji [master of Zen Buddhism] of
Eihei-ji Temple invited Tenyo when getting sick.
He died at the age of 92 in 1879.

“Daijo-in jisha zojiki” Illustration of August 3, 1840
Collection; National Archives of Japan
It is an autograph diary of Daijo-in [temple name] *Monzeki. As the Daijo-in
was sending people to Kawaguchi [place name] and Tsuboe [place name] many
times, the situation in Echizen province at that time was described in a relatively
accurate manner.
The terrain of Echizen is drawn as an illustration in the area of August 3, 1840.
In addition to manor and Toyohara-ji Temple, big river “Kita-no-sho-gawa river”
(Asuwa-gawa river), “Kuzure-gawa river” (Kuzuryu-gawa river), “Naruka-gawa
river” (Naruka-gawa river or Jugo-yosui irrigation water) are drawn. Strictly
speaking it is different from the actual geography, such as the Naruka-gawa river
being poured into the sea separately from the Kuzure-gawa river, but it can be
seen that it was recognized as one of the main rivers in Echizen province.
*Monzeki; a temple whose head priest is a member of the Imperial family

Jugo Yokochi-Tudumi yosui esuji narabini igumi muramura
Drawing; 1705?
Collection; personal
Of Jugo-yosui irrigation water, the north of the Yokochi-tudumi [embankment]
is drawn. Dairen Saburozaemon [personal name] of *I-Bugyo presented to
Kanazawa Yasutaro [personal name], dispatched from Matsudaira Tadayori
[personal name], a commissioner of temples and shrines in the Shogunate.
In the middle of the area surrounded by the Takeda-gawa river and the Hyogogawa river, the main trunk line, the name of the river to be irrigated from each
mouth, and the name of the village to be irrigated are written. In addition, it is
drawn dynamically that water service trunk branches like a palm.
*I-Bugyo; the position responsible for management and operation of irrigation
pond water

History of money

Money of the Edo period

Distribution of three types of money and “*Hansatsu” issue
In the Edo period, there was Sanka seido [tokugawa coinage] in which Koban
[oval gold coins], Chogin [silver coins], and Senka [small coins] were unlimitedly
passable as standard coins in effect.
The price of these money was decided by the Shogunate. However, in fact, it is
traded at a floating exchange rate, and a money changer has developed to
facilitate commerce.
Numerous domains issued “Hansatsu”.
Maruoka domain builts exchange offices in Zeniza-machi [place name] and
Takidan [place name] to issue a Hansatsu. The Hansatsu issued at Takidan was
marked with a boat.
*Hansatsu; currency issued by domain

Provided by Institute for Monetary
and Economic Studies Bank of Japan
“Currency Museum”

